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The Sage MAS software provides accounting solutions for small to medium-sized companies.
Accountants recommend this software because it offers a broad range of feature-rich modules. Two
of these accounting software versions are the Sage ERP MAS 90 and Sage ERP MAS 200 (ERP â€“
Enterprise Resource Planning; MAS â€“ Marketing Automation Software).

Benefits of the Sage MAS 90 and Sage MAS 200 editions include increased productivity and profit,
reducing costs to help your business flourish. The software provides companies with integrated
comprehensive features and in-depth capabilities. The design of the software offers the flexibility to
choose the functionality and platform.

Sage MAS 90 and Sage MAS 200 possess five core accounting modules. This includes the General
Ledger, Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable, Bank Reconciliation, and FAS Asset Accounting.
These features are unique to Sage. Other features like distribution, manufacturing and e-business
management are also the softwareâ€™s assets.

Distribution modules include Inventory Management, Sales Order, Purchase Order, Return
Merchandise Authorization, Bar Code, Credit Card Processing, and StarShip. Companies can track
inventory at multiple locations and maintain detailed sales history for every customer, product, and
product line. Manufacturing features provide the ability to create multi-level bills and produce
accurate reports with detailed bill structures. E-Commerce features offer a solution to quickly and
effectively bring your company to the Web. Applets allow customers to shop, order, and access their
account status online.

The MAS90 software is allows users to expand from a single user to 100-user client server multi-site
implementation without having to convert data or retrain your staff. This software likewise allows
businesses to reliably collect and analyze financial data.

The Sage MAS 200 software provides support for multiple locations and remote users. It
incorporates all the benefits of a client or server platform with the functionality of the Sage MAS 90.
This permits the distribution of improved processing capabilities, leveraged system performance,
enhanced data integrity, and remote access support. Sage MAS 200 allows all program logic and
processing and data management tasks to be performed on the application server while user
interface tasks are performed using a client installed on a workstation.

Sage has a software university that offers MAS training for all its students. It is the most reliable way
to learn and master the use of the Sage ERP MAS software through Realtime Learning on the Web
and classroom. Companies can get the most out of their software investment through specialized
training and education for the Sage MAS software. There is a nationwide network of Authorized
Training Centers and certified trainers who provide on-site training. If you would like to read up
some more on the Sage MAS software and Sage MAS training, visit: sagemas.com/Products/Sage-
ERP-MAS-90-and-200, blytheco.com/mas90/mas90.asp and sageu.com/sageuproductjump.html.
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For more details, please search a MAS90 software, a Sage MAS 200, and a MAS training in Google.
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